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Abstra t
Many di erential methods for the re overy of the opti ow eld from an image
sequen e an be expressed in terms of a variational problem where the opti ow
minimizes some energy. Typi ally, these energy fun tionals onsist of two terms: a
data term, whi h requires e.g. that a brightness onstan y assumption holds, and a
regularizer that en ourages global or pie ewise smoothness of the ow eld. In this
paper we present a systemati lassi ation of rotation invariant onvex regularizers by exploring their onne tion to di usion lters for multi hannel images. This
taxonomy provides a unifying framework for data-driven and ow-driven, isotropi
and anisotropi , as well as spatial and spatio-temporal regularizers. While some of
these te hniques are lassi methods from the literature, others are derived here
for the rst time. We prove that all these methods are well-posed: they posses a
unique solution that depends in a ontinuous way on the initial data. An interesting stru tural relation between isotropi and anisotropi ow-driven regularizers is identi ed, and a design riterion is proposed for onstru ting anisotropi
ow-driven regularizers in a simple and dire t way from isotropi ones. Its use is
illustrated by several examples.
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well-posedness

ow, di erential methods, regularization, di usion ltering,
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Introdu tion

Even after two de ades of intensive resear h, robust motion estimation ontinues to be
a key problem in omputer vision. Motion is linked to the notion of opti ow, the
displa ement eld of orresponding pixels in subsequent frames of an image sequen e.
Opti ow provides information that is important for many appli ations, ranging from
the estimation of motion parameters for robot navigation to the design of se ond generation video oding algorithms. Surveys of the state-of-the-art in motion omputation
an be found in papers by Miti he and Bouthemy [32℄, and Stiller and Konrad [50℄. For
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a performan e evaluation of some of the most popular algorithms we refer to Barron et
al. [5℄ and Galvin et al. [20℄.
Bertero et al. [6℄ pointed out that, depending on its formulation, opti ow al ulations may be ill- onditioned or even ill-posed. It is therefore ommon to use impli it or
expli it smoothing steps in order to stabilize or regularize the pro ess.
Impli it smoothing steps appear for instan e in the robust al ulation of image
derivatives, where one usually applies some amount of spatial or temporal smoothing
(averaging over several frames). It is not rare that these steps are only des ribed as algorithmi details, but indeed they are often very ru ial for the quality of the algorithm.
Thus, it would be onsequent to make the role of smoothing more expli it by in orporating it already in a ontinuous problem formulation. This way has been pioneered
by Horn and S hun k [25℄ and improved by Nagel [34℄ and many others. Approa hes of
this type al ulate opti ow as the minimizer of an energy fun tional, whi h onsists
of a data term and a smoothness term. Formulations in terms of energy fun tionals allow a on eptually lear formalism without any hidden model assumptions, and several
evaluations have shown that these methods perform well [5, 20℄.
The data term in the energy fun tional involves opti ow onstraints su h as the assumption that orresponding pixels in di erent frames should reveal the same grey value.
The smoothness term usually requires that the opti ow eld should vary smoothly
in spa e [25℄. Su h a term may be modi ed in an image-driven way in order to suppress smoothing at or a ross image boundaries [1, 34℄. As an alternative, ow-driven
modi ations have been proposed whi h redu e smoothing a ross ow dis ontinuities
[8, 12, 14, 29, 40, 43, 54℄. Most smoothness terms require only spatial smoothness. Spatiotemporal smoothness terms have been onsidered to a mu h smaller extent [7, 33, 36, 56℄.
Sin e smoothness terms ll in information from regions where reliable ow estimates exist to regions where no estimates are possible, they reate dense ow elds. In many
appli ations, this is a desirable quality whi h distinguishes regularization methods from
other opti ow algorithms. The latter ones reate non-dense ow elds, that have to
be postpro essed by interpolation, if 100 % density is required.
Modeling the opti ow re overy problem in terms of ontinuous energy fun tionals
o ers the advantage of having a formulation that is as independent of the pixel grid
as possible. A orre t ontinuous model an be rotation invariant, and the use of wellestablished numeri al methods shows how this rotation invarian e an be approximated
in a mathemati ally onsistent way.
From both a theoreti al and pra ti al point of view, it an be attra tive to use energy
fun tionals that are onvex. They have a unique minimum, and this global minimum
an be found in a stable way by using standard te hniques from onvex optimization,
for instan e gradient des ent methods. Having a unique minimum allows to use globally
onvergent algorithms, where every arbitrary ow initialization leads to the same solution: the global minimum of the fun tional. This property is an important quality of
a robust algorithm. Non onvex energy fun tionals, on the other hand, may have many
lo al minima, and it is diÆ ult to nd algorithms that are both eÆ ient and onverge
to a global minimum. Typi al algorithms whi h onverge to a global minimum (su h as
simulated annealing [30℄) are omputationally very expensive, while methods whi h are
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more eÆ ient (su h as graduated non- onvexity algorithms [9℄) may get trapped in a
lo al minimum.
Minimizing ontinuous energy fun tionals leads in a natural way to partial di erential
equations (PDEs): applying gradient des ent, for instan e, yields a system of oupled
di usion{rea tions equations for the two ow omponents. The fastly emerging use
of PDE-based image restoration methods [22, 39℄, su h as nonlinear di usion ltering
and total variation denoising, has motivated many resear hers to apply similar ideas
to estimate opti ow [1, 4, 12, 14, 24, 29, 38, 40, 43, 54℄. A systemati framework
that links the di usion and opti ow paradigms, however, has not been studied so
far. Furthermore, from the framework of di usion ltering it is also well-known that
anisotropi lters with a di usion tensor have more degrees of freedom than isotropi
ones with s alar-valued di usivities. These additional degrees of freedom an be used to
obtain better results in spe i situations [53℄. However, similar nonlinear anisotropi
regularizers have not been onsidered in the opti ow literature so far.
The goal of the present paper is to address these issues. We present a theoreti al
framework for a broad lass of regularization methods for opti ow estimation. For
the reasons explained above, we fo us on models that allow a formulation in terms of
onvex and rotation invariant ontinuous energy fun tionals. We onsider image-driven
and ow-driven models, isotropi and anisotropi ones, as well as models with spatial
and spatio-temporal smoothing terms. We prove that all these approa hes are well-posed
in the sense of Hadamard: they have a unique solution that depends in a ontinuous
(and therefore predi table) way on the input data.
We shall see that our taxonomy in ludes not only many existing models, but also
interesting novel ones. In parti ular, we will derive novel regularization fun tionals for
opti ow estimation that are ow-driven and anisotropi . They are the opti ow analogues of anisotropi di usion lters with a di usion tensor. Many of the spatio-temporal
methods have not been proposed before as well. With the in reased omputational possibilities of modern omputers it is likely that they will be ome more important in the
future. In the present paper we also fo us on interesting relations between isotropi and
anisotropi ow-driven methods. They allow us to formulate a general design prin iple
whi h explains how one an reate anisotropi opti ow regularizers from isotropi ones.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we rst review and lassify existing
image-driven and isotropi ow-driven models, before we derive a novel energy fun tional
leading to anisotropi ow driven models. Then we show how one has to modify all
models with a spatial smoothness term in order to obtain methods with spatio-temporal
regularization. A unifying energy fun tional is derived that in orporates the previous
models as well as novel ones. Its well-posedness is established in Se tion 3. In Se tion 4
we take advantage of stru tural similarities between isotropi and anisotropi approa hes
in order to formulate a design prin iple for anisotropi opti ow regularizers. The paper
is on luded with a summary in Se tion 5.
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2
2.1

A Framework for Convex Regularizers
Spatial regularizers

2.1.1 Basi stru ture

In order to formalize the opti ow estimation problem, let us onsider a real-valued
image sequen
e f (x; y; ), where (x; y) denotes the lo ation within the image domain
2
2 IR , and the time parameter  2 [0; T ℄ spe i es the frame. The opti ow eld
(u1(x; y; ); u2(x; y; )) des ribes the displa ement between two subsequent frames  and
 + 1, i.e. f (x; y; ) and f (x + u1 (x; y; ); y + u2 (x; y; );  + 1) should depi t the same
image detail. Frequently it is assumed that image obje ts keep their grey value over
time:
f (x; y; ) f (x + u1 (x; y; ); y + u2 (x; y; );  + 1) = 0:
(1)
Su h a model assumes that illumination hanges do not appear, and that o lusions or
diso lusions do not happen. Numerous generalizations to multiple onstraint equations
and/or di erent \ onserved quantities" (repla ing intensity) exist; see e.g. [18, 51℄. However, sin e the goal of the present paper is to study di erent regularizers, we restri t
ourselves to (1). If the spatial and temporal sampling is suÆ iently ne, we may repla e
(1) by its rst order Taylor approximation
fx u1 + fy u2 + f = 0;
(2)
where the subs ripts x, y and  denote partial derivatives. This so- alled opti ow onstraint (OFC) forms the basis of many di erential methods for estimating the opti ow.
Evidently su h a single equation is not suÆ ient to determine the two unknown fun tions u1 and u2 uniquely. In order to re over a unique ow eld, we need an additional
assumption. Regularization-based opti ow methods use as additional assumption the
requirement that the opti ow eld should be smooth (or at least pie ewise smooth).
The basi idea is to re over the opti ow as a minimizer of some energy fun tional of
type
E (u1 ; u2 )

:=

Z 

(fxu1 + fy u2 + f )2 +



V (rf; ru1 ; ru2 ) dx dy

(3)

where r := (x; y )T denotes the spatial nabla operator, and u := (u1; u2)T . The rst
term in the energy fun tional is a data term requiring that the OFC be ful lled, while
the se ond term penalizes deviations from (pie ewise) smoothness. The smoothness term
V (rf; ru1 ; ru2) is alled regularizer, and the positive smoothness weight is the regularization parameter. One would expe t that the spe i hoi e of the regularizer has
a strong in uen e on the result. Therefore, let us dis uss di erent lasses of onvex
regularizers next.
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2.1.2 Homogeneous regularization

In 1981 Horn and S hun k [25℄ pioneered the eld of regularization methods for opti
ow omputations. They used the regularizer
VH (rf; ru1 ; ru2 ) := jru1j2 + jru2 j2 :
(4)
It is a lassi result from the al ulus of variations [13, 16℄ that { under mild regularity
onditions { a minimizer (u1; u2) of some energy fun tional
E (u1 ; u2) :=

Z

G(x; y; u1; u2; ru1 ; ru2 ) dx dy

(5)

satis es ne essarily the so- alled Euler{Lagrange equations
x Gu + y Gu
Gu = 0;
(6)
x Gu + y Gu
Gu = 0
(7)
with homogeneous Neumann boundary onditions:
n u1 = 0
on  ;
(8)
n u2 = 0
on  :
(9)
Hereby, n is a ve tor normal to the image boundary  .
Applying this framework to the minimization of the Horn and S hun k fun tional
leads to the PDEs
(10)
u1 1 fx(fxu1 + fy u2 + f ) = 0;
1
u2 fy (fxu1 + fy u2 + f ) = 0;
(11)
where  := xx + yy denotes the Lapla e operator. These equations an be regarded as
the steady state (t ! 1) of the di usion{rea tion system
t u1 = u1 1 fx (fx u1 + fy u2 + f );
(12)
1
t u2 = u2
fy (fx u1 + fy u2 + f );
(13)
where t denotes an arti ial evolution parameter that should not be mixed up with the
time  of the image sequen e. These equations also arise when minimizing the Horn and
S hun k fun tional using steepest des ent. S hnorr [41℄ has established well-posedness
by showing that this fun tional has a unique minimizer that depends ontinuously on
the input data f . Re ently, Hinterberger [24℄ proved similar well-posedness results for a
related model with a di erent data term.
We observe that the underlying di usion pro ess in the Horn and S hun k approa h
is the linear di usion equation
t ui = ui = div(g rui )
(14)
1x

1y

1

2x

2y

2
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with g := 1 and i = 1; 2. This equation is well-known for its regularizing properties
and has been extensively used in the ontext of Gaussian s ale-spa e; see [48℄ and the
referen es therein. It smoothes, however, in a ompletely homogeneous way, sin e its
di usivity g equals 1 everywhere. As a onsequen e, it also blurs a ross semanti ally
important ow dis ontinuities. This is the reason why the Horn and S hun k approa h
reates rather blurry opti ow elds. The regularizers des ribed in the sequel are attempts to over ome this limitation.
2.1.3 Isotropi image-driven regularization

It seems plausible that motion boundaries are a subset of the image boundaries. Thus, a
simple way to prevent smoothing at motion boundaries onsists of introdu ing a weight
fun tion into the Horn and S hun k regularizers that be omes small at image edges.
This modi ation yields the regularizer

VII (rf; ru1 ; ru2 ) := g (jrf j2) jru1 j2 + jru2 j2 ;
(15)
where g is a de reasing, stri tly positive fun tion. This regularizer has been proposed
and theoreti ally analysed by Alvarez et al. [1℄. The orresponding di usion{rea tion
equations are given by
 1
t u1 = div g (jrf j2) ru1
fx (fx u1 + fy u2 + f );
(16)
 1
2
t u2 = div g (jrf j ) ru2
fy (fx u1 + fy u2 + f ):
(17)
The underlying di usion pro ess is

t ui = div g (jrf j2) rui
(i = 1; 2):
(18)
It uses a s alar-valued di usivity g that depends on the image gradient. Su h a method
an therefore be lassi ed as inhomogeneous, isotropi and image-driven. Isotropi refers
to the fa t that a s alar-valued di usivity guarantees a dire tion-independent smoothing
behaviour, while inhomogeneous means that this behaviour may be spa e-dependent.
Sin e the di usivity does not depend on the ow itself, the di usion pro ess is linear.
For more details on this terminology and di usion ltering in image pro essing, we refer
to [53℄. Homogeneous regularization arises as a spe ial ase of (15) when g(jrf j2) := 1
is onsidered.
2.1.4 Anisotropi image-driven regularization

An early anisotropi modi ation of the Horn and S hun k fun tional is due to Nagel
[34℄; see also [2, 17, 35, 37, 41, 42, 47℄. The basi idea is to redu e smoothing a ross image
boundaries, while en ouraging smoothing along image boundaries. This is a hieved by
onsidering the regularizer
VAI (rf; ru1 ; ru2 ) := ruT1 D(rf )ru1 + ruT2 D(rf )ru2:
(19)
6

D(rf ) is a regularized proje

tion matrix perpendi ular to rf :
1
?rf ?T + 2 I  ;
r
f
D(rf ) :=
jrf j2 + 22

(20)

where I denotes the unit matrix. This methods leads to the di usion{rea tion equations
t u1 = div (D(rf ) ru1) 1 fx(fx u1 + fy u2 + f );
(21)
1
t u2 = div (D(rf ) ru2)
fy (fx u1 + fy u2 + f ):
(22)
The usage of a di usion tensor D(rf ) instead of a s alar-valued di usivity allows a
dire tion-dependent smoothing behaviour. This method an therefore be lassi ed as
anisotropi . Sin e the di usion tensor depends on the image f but not on the unknown
ow, it is a purely image-driven pro ess that is linear in its di usion part. Well-posedness
for this model has been established by S hnorr [41℄.
The eigenve tors of D are v1 := rf , v2 := rf ?, and the orresponding eigenvalues
are given by
2

1 (jrf j) =

(23)
jrf j2 + 22 ;
jrf j2 + 2 :
(24)
2 (jrf j) =
jrf j2 + 22
In the interior of obje ts we have jrf j ! 0, and therefore 1 ! 1=2 and 2 ! 1=2. At
ideal edges where jrf j ! 1, we obtain 1 ! 0 and 2 ! 1. Thus, we have isotropi

behaviour within regions, and at image boundaries the pro ess smoothes anisotropi ally
along the edge. This behaviour is very similar to edge-enhan ing anisotropi di usion
ltering [53℄. In ontrast to edge-enhan ing anisotropi di usion, however, Nagel's opti
ow te hnique is linear. It is interesting to note that only re ently it has been pointed out
that the Nagel method may be regarded as an early prede essor of anisotropi di usion
ltering [2℄.
Homogeneous and isotropi image-driven regularizers are spe ial ases of (19), where
D(rf ) := I and D(rf ) := g (jrf j2)I are hosen.
2.1.5 Isotropi

ow-driven regularization

Image-driven regularization methods may reate oversegmentations for strongly textured
obje ts: in this ase we have mu h more image boundaries than motion boundaries. In
order to redu e smoothing only at motion boundaries, one may onsider using a purely
ow-driven regularizer. This, however, is at the expense of refraining from quadrati
optimization problems. In earlier work [43, 54℄, the authors onsidered regularizers of
type

VIF (rf; ru1 ; ru2 ) :=
jru1j2 + jru2j2 ;
(25)
where (s2) is a di erentiable and in reasing fun tion that is onvex in s, for instan e
p
(s2 ) := "s2 + (1 ")2 1 + s2=2 (0 < "  1;  > 0):
(26)
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Regularizer of type (25) lead to the di usion{rea tion system

t u1 = div 0 (jru1 j2 + jru2 j2 ) ru1 1 fx (fx u1 + fy u2 + f );
(27)
 1
0
2
2
t u2 = div (jru1 j + jru2 j ) ru2
fy (fx u1 + fy u2 + f );
(28)
where 0 denotes the derivative of with respe t to its argument. The s alar-valued
di usivity 0 (jru1j2 + jru2j2) shows that this model is isotropi and ow-driven. In
general, the di usion pro ess is nonlinear now. For the spe i regularizer (26), for
instan e, the di usivity is given by
0 (s2 ) = " + p 1 "
(29)
1 + s2=2
Sin e this nonlinear di usivity is de reasing in its argument, smoothing at ow disontinuities is inhibited. For the spe i hoi e (s2) := s2, however, homogeneous
regularization with di usivity 0(s2) = 1 is re overed again.
The pre eding di usion{rea tion system uses a ommon di usivity for both hannels.
This avoids that edges are formed at di erent lo ations in ea h hannel. The same
oupling also appears in isotropi nonlinear di usion lters for ve tor-valued images
as onsidered by Gerig et al. [21℄, and Whitaker and Gerig [57℄. Nonlinear ow-driven
regularizers with di erent di usivities for ea h hannel are dis ussed in Se tion 4.
2.1.6 Anisotropi

ow-driven regularization

We have seen that there exist isotropi and anisotropi image-driven regularizers as well
as isotropi ow-driven ones. Thus, our taxonomy would be in omplete without having
dis ussed anisotropi ow-driven regularizers. In the ontext of nonlinear di usion ltering, anisotropi models with a di usion tensor instead of a s alar-valued di usivity
o er advantages for images with noisy edges or interrupted stru tures [55℄.
How an one onstru t related opti ow methods? Let us rst have a look at di usion
ltering of multi hannel images. In the nonlinear anisotropi ase, Wei kert [52, 55℄ and
Kimmel et al. [26℄ proposed to lter a multi hannel image by using a joint di usion
tensor that depends on the gradients of all image hannels. Our goal is thus to nd an
opti ow regularizer that leads to a oupled di usion{rea tion system where the same
ux-dependent di usion tensor D(ru1; ru2) is used in ea h equation.
In order to derive this novel lass of regularizers, we have to introdu e some de nitions rst. As in the previous se tion, we onsider an in reasing smooth fun tion (s2 )
that is onvex in s. Let us assume that A is some symmetri n  n matrix with orthonormal eigenve tors w1,...,wn and orresponding eigenvalues 1 ,...,n . Then we may
formally extend the s alar-valued fun tion (z) to a matrix-valued fun tion (A) by
de ning (A) as the matrix with eigenve tors w1,...,wn and eigenvalues (1 ),..., (n):
X
(A) :=
(i) wiwiT :
(30)
i

This deP1nition an be motivated from the ase where (z) is represented by a power
series k=0 k zk . Then it is easy to see that the orresponding matrix-valued power
8

series P1k=0 k Ak has the eigenve tors w1,...,wn and eigenvalues (1),..., (n ). Another
de nition that is useful for our onsiderations below is the tra e of a quadrati matrix
A = (aij ). It is the sum of its diagonal elements, or { equivalently { the sum of its
eigenvalues:
X
X
tr (A) := aii = i:
(31)
i

i

With these notations we onsider the regularizer

VAF (rf; ru1 ; ru2 ) := tr ru1 ruT1 + ru2 ruT2 :
(32)
Its argument
J := ru1 ruT1 + ru2 ruT2
(33)
is a symmetri and positive semide nite 2  2 matrix. Hen e, there exist two orthonormal
eigenve tors v1, v2 with orresponding nonnegative eigenvalues 1, 2. These eigenvalues
spe ify the ontrast of the ve tor-valued image (u1; u2) in the dire tions v1 and v2 , respe tively. This on ept has been introdu ed by Di Zenzo for edge analysis of multi hannel
images [15℄. It an be regarded as a generalization of the stru ture tensor [19℄, and it is
related to the rst fundamental form in di erential geometry [28℄.
Our result below states that the regularizer (32) leads to the desired nonlinear
anisotropi di usion-rea tion system.
Proposition 1 (Anisotropi Flow-Driven Regularization)
For the energy fun tional (3) with the regularizer (32), the orresponding steepest des ent
di usion{rea tion system is given by
t u1
t u2

= div (D(ru1; ru2) ru1)
= div (D(ru1; ru2) ru2)

1 f (f u + f u + f );
x x 1
y 2

1 f (f u + f u + f );
y x 1
y 2


(34)
(35)

where the di usion tensor satis es

D(ru1; ru2 )

:=

0



ru1ruT1 + ru2ruT2 :

(36)

Proof. The Euler{Lagrange equations for minimizing the energy
E (u1 ; u2 )

Z 

(fxu1 + fy u2 + f )2 + tr ru1ruT1 + ru2ruT2 

:=



dx dy

(37)

are given by
x u1
x u2

x
x

(tr (J )) + y u (tr (J ))
(tr (J )) + y u (tr (J ))
1y

2y
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(fxu1 + fy u2 + f ) = 0;
2 f (f u + f u + f ) = 0:
y x 1
y 2


2f

x

(38)
(39)

In order to simplify the evaluation of the rst and se ond summand in both equations,
we repla e (x; y) by (x1 ; x2), and denote by ei the unit ve tor in xi dire tion. Together
with the identities
0 (J ) = 0 ( ) v v T + 0 ( ) v v T ;
(40)
1 1 1
2 2 2
T
T
tr (ab ) = aXb;
(41)
div(a) =
x (eTi a)
(42)
it follows that
X
i

x u
i

kx

i

i

i

(tr (J )) =

X

i
(33) X

=

=

i

i
X

(41)

= 2

= 2
(42)

i

x tr
x tr
i

x tr

i
X
i
X
i

i

x

i

0 (J ) 

ukxi J



0 (J ) (e ruT
i

i

(40) X

=

x tr



X

j

+ ruk eTi )

0 ( ) v v T (e ruT
j j j i
k

j
X
j
X

k

+ ruk eTi )

) (vjT ei )(vj ruTk ) + (vjT ruk )(vj eTi )

0 (

j

0 (

)(eTi vj )(vjT ruk )

j


x eTi 0 (J )ruk
i

= 2 div ( 0(J ) ruk )
(k = 1; 2):
(43)
Plugging this result into the Euler{Lagrange equations on ludes the proof.

It should be noted that, in general, the eigenvalues 0(1 ) and 0(2) of the di usion
tensor are not equal. Therefore, we have a real anisotropi di usion pro ess with di erent
behaviour in di erent dire tions. Homogeneous regularization is a spe ial ase of the
regularizer (32), if (s2) := s2 .
An interesting similarity between the isotropi regularizer (25) and its anisotropi
ounterpart (32) be omes expli it when writing (25) as
VIF (rf; ru1 ; ru2 ) =
tr(ru1ruT1 + ru2ruT2 ) :
(44)
This shows that it is suÆ ient to ex hange the role of the tra e operator and the penalty
fun tion to swit h between both regularization te hniques. Another stru tural similarity will be dis ussed in Se tion 4.
2.2

A unifying framework

Let us now make a synthesis of all previously dis ussed models. Table 1 gives an overview
of the smoothness terms that we have investigated so far.
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Table 1: Classi ation of regularizers for opti ow models.
isotropi
anisotropi
2
2
P
P
image-driven g(jrf j2) jruij2
ruTi D(rf )rui
 2 i=1
P

ow-driven

i=1

jruij2



i=1 

tr

2
P

i=1

r r

ui uTi



One may regard these regularizers as spe ial ases of two more general models. Using
the ompa t notation ru := (ru1; ru2), the rst model has the stru ture
V1 (rf; ru) :=
tr ruT D(rf )ru :
(45)
For (s2) := s2 , this model omprises pure image-driven models, regardless whether they
are isotropi (D(rf ) := g(jrf j2)I ) or anisotropi . Isotropi ow-driven models arise for
D := I . In the general ase, the model may be both image-driven and ow-driven.
The se ond model an be written as

V2 (rf; ru) := tr ru D(rf )ruT :
(46)
It omprises the anisotropi ow-driven ase and its ombinations with image-driven
approa hes. Note the large stru tural similarities between (45) and (46).
Both models an be assembled to the regularizer


V (rf; ru) := (1 ) tr ruT D(rf )ru + tr ru D(rf )ruT (47)
where the paramter 2 [0; 1℄ determines the anisotropy. This regularizer is embedded
into the general opti ow fun tional
E (u)
2.3

=

Z 

(fxu1 + fy u2 + f )2 +



V (rf; ru) dx dy:

(48)

Spatio-temporal regularizers

All regularizers that we have dis ussed so far use only spatial smoothness onstraints.
Thus, it would be natural to impose some amount of (pie ewise) temporal smoothness
as well. Using our results from the previous se tion it is straightforward to extend the
smoothness onstraint into the temporal domain. Instead of al ulating the opti ow
(u1; u2) as the minimizer of the two-dimensional integral (48) for ea h time frame , we
now minimize a single three-dimensional integral whose solution is the opti ow for all
frames  2 [0; T ℄:
E (u)

:=

Z 

[0;T ℄

(fxu1 + fy u2 + f )2 +
11



V (r f; r u) dx dy d

(49)

where r := (x; y ;  )T denotes the spatio-temporal nabla operator.
The orresponding di usion{rea tion systems of spatio{temporal energy fun tionals
have the same stru ture as the pure spatial ones that we investigated so far. The only
di eren e is that the spatial nabla operator r has to be repla ed by its spatio-temporal
analogue r . Thus, one has to solve 3D di usion{rea tion systems instead of 2D ones.
Not many spatio-temporal regularizers have been studied in the literature so far. To
the best of our knowledge, there have been no attempts to investigate rotation invariant
spatio-temporal models that use homogeneous, isotropi image-driven, or anisotropi
ow-driven regularizers.
Nagel [36℄ suggested an extension of his anisotropi image-driven smoothness onstraint, where the di usion tensor (20) is repla ed by
1
? ?T + 2 I  ;
D(r f ) :=
r
(50)
 f r f
2
2
2jr f j + 3
Its eigenvalues are given by
2

= 2jr f j2 + 32 ;

jr f j2 + 2 =  (jr f j):
2 (jr f j) =
3 
2jr f j2 + 32

1 (jr f j)



(51)
(52)

Isotropi ow-driven spatio-temporal regularizers have been studied by the authors in
[56℄. They showed that it outperforms a orresponding spatial regularizer at low additional omputing time, if an entire image sta k is to be pro essed.
It appears that the limited memory of previous omputer ar hite tures prevented
many resear hers from studying approa hes with spatio-temporal regularizers, sin e they
require to keep the entire image sta k in the omputer memory. On ontemporary PCs
or workstations, however, this is no longer a problem, if typi al sta k sizes are used (e.g.
32 frames with 256  256 pixels). It is thus likely that spatio-temporal regularizers will
be ome more important in the future.
3

Well-Posedness Properties

In this se tion we shall prove that the energy fun tionals (48) and (49), respe tively,
admit a unique solution that ontinuously depends on the initial data. These favourable
properties are the onsequen e of embedding the opti ow onstraint (2) into a onvex
regularization approa h.
From the perspe tive of regularization, Table 1 reveals another useful lassi ation
in this ontext: while image{driven models orrespond to the lass of quadrati regularizers [6℄, ow{driven models belong to the more general lass of non{quadrati onvex
regularizers. This latter lass has been suggested in [11, 45, 49℄ for generalizing the
well-known quadrati regularization approa hes ( f. [6℄) used for early omputational
vision.
12

3.1

Assumptions

In the following,
we do not distinguish between the approa hes (48) and (49) sin e with
 IRn, our results hold true for arbitrary n. Furthermore, we assume that the fun tion
(s2); s 2 IR; is stri tly onvex with respe t to s, and there exist onstants 1 ; 2 > 0
su h that
2
2
2
(53)
1 s  (s )  2 s ; 8s :
We onsider only matri es D(rf ) that are symmetri and positive de nite. We de ne
as the spa e of admissible opti ow elds the set

H := u = (u1; u2)T ui; x ui 2 L2 ( ); 8i; j ;
(54)
endowed with the s alar produ t
j

(u; v)H :=

Z

and its indu ed norm



uT v + tr rurv T dx1    dxn

(55)

kukH := (u; u)H1=2 :

(56)
In what follows, hf; ui denotes the a tion of some linear ontinuous fun tional f 2 H,
i.e. some element of the dual spa e H, on some ve tor eld u 2 H.
3.2

Convexity

We wish to show that the fun tional E (u) is stri tly onvex over H. To this end, we may
disregard linear and onstant terms in E (u) and onsider the fun tional F (u) de ned
by
F (u)

where

Z 


fTu 2

:=
r
+
= E (u) + hb; ui +



V (rf; ru) dx1    dxn

Z

hb; ui := 2 f (rf T u) dx1    dxn;

:=

Z

f2 dx1    dxn :

(57)
(58)
(59)

Stri t onvexity is a ru ial property for the existen e of a unique global minimizing
opti al ow eld u of E (u) determined as the root of the equation
F 0 (u) = b
(60)
for any linear fun tional b 2 H. We pro eed in several steps. First, we onsider the
smoothness terms V1(rf; ru) and V2(rf; ru) separately. This an be done be ause
13

the sum of onvex fun tions is again onvex. Then we onsider all terms together, that
is the fun tional F (u).
The term
V1 (rf; ru) :=
tr ruT D(rf )ru
(61)
belongs to the lass of smoothness terms whi h were onsidered in earlier work on
isotropi nonlinear di usion of multi hannel images (e.g. [44℄). To see this, let
0

1

ve (ru) := ru1A
(62)
ru2
denote the ve tor obtained by sta king the olumns of ru one upon the other, and let
j  jD denote the norm indu ed by the s alar produ t
0

1

ve (ru); ve (rv)D := ve (ru)T D(rf ) 0 A ve (rv)
(63)
0 D(rf )
Then V1 an be rewritten as
tr ruT D(rf )ru = (jve (ru)j2D );
(64)
and the framework in [44℄ is appli able.
The se ond anisotropi and ow{driven smoothness term

V2 (rf; ru) := tr ru D(rf )ruT
(65)
is new in the ontext of opti al ow omputation. Note that by ontrast to term V1 , the
fun tion is matrix-valued. The stri t onvexity of V2 is stated in
Proposition 2 (Matrix-Valued Convexity)
Let : IR ! IR be stri tly onvex, A and B two positive semide nite symmetri matri es
with A 6= B , and  2 (0; 1). Then

tr ((1  )A + B )

(1  ) tr (A) +  tr (B ):

<

(66)

Put C := (1  )A + B . Sin e A; B; C are symmetri , there are orthonormal
systems of eigenve tors fuig; fvig; fwig and real-valued eigenvalues f ig, f ig, f ig su h
that
X
X
X
T
T
T
A=
(67)
i ui ui ; B =
i vi vi ; C =
i wi wi :

Proof.

i

i

i
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Expanding the ve tors ui; vi with respe t to the system fwig gives
X
X
ui = (uTi wj )wj ; vi = (viT wj )wj :
With this we obtain
X
T
j wj wj =
j

j

= (1  )A + B

C

= (1  )
= (1  )
=

(68)

j

X
j

X
i
X
i

T
i ui ui
i

X

j
X

+

X

T
i vi vi

i
T
ui wj 2 wj wjT

(

)

(1  ) (uTi wj )2 i + 
i

+
X
i

X

i

X

(viT wj )2wj wjT

i
j

viT wj 2 i wj wjT :

(

)

(69)

Comparing the oeÆ ients shows that j is a onvex ombination of f ig and f ig:
X
X
(uTi wj )2 i +  (viT wj )2 i ; 8j :
(70)
j = (1  )
i

Sin e : IR ! IR is stri tly onvex and
obtain
X
tr (C ) =
( j)
=
<

j
X

j
X
j



X

i

P

j

(71)

(1  ) (
i
X

(uTi wj )2 = Pj (viT wj )2 = 1 for all i, we
) +

uTi wj 2 i

X

(1  ) (uTi wj )2 ( i) + 

= (1  )

i
XX
i

j

(

) ( i) + 

uTi wj 2

(

)

viT wj 2 i

i
X



(viT wj )2 ( i)



i
XX
i

j

(viT wj )2 ( i)

= (1  ) tr (A) +  tr (B )
(72)
This on ludes the onvexity proof.

So far we have shown the onvexity of the smoothness term V (rf; ru) in (57). To
show that F (u) is stri tly onvex, we may use the equivalent ondition that F 0(u) is
strongly monotone [58℄:
9 m > 0 : hF 0(u) F 0(v); u vi  m ku vk2H ; 8 u; v 2 H:
(73)
Note that the smoothness term ful lls this ondition be ause it is onvex, as we have
just shown. Con erning the remaining rst term in (57), we have to ope with the small
te hni al diÆ ulty that the ve tor eld u is multiplied with rf whi h may vanish in
homogeneous image regions. In this ontext, we refer to in [41℄ where this problem has
been dealt with.
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3.3

Existen e, uniqueness, and

ontinuous dependen e on the

data

It is a well-established result (see, e.g., [58℄) that property (73) together with the Lipshitz ontinuity of the operator F 0 (whi h holds true under mild onditions with respe t
to the data rf; f , f. [41, 46℄) ensure the existen e of a unique and globally minimizing
opti al ve tor eld u that ontinuously depends on the data. To understand the latter
property, suppose we are given two image sequen es and orresponding fun tionals b1 ; b2
( f. (57)) and minimizers u1; u2:
F 0 (u1 ) = b1 ;
(74)
0
F (u2 ) = b2 :
(75)
By virtue of (73) we have
2
0
0
m ku1 u2 kH  hF (u1 ) F (u2 ); u1 u2 i
(76)
 kF 0(u1) F 0(u2)kH ku1 u2kH:
Thus,
(77)
ku u k  1 kb b k ; 8 b ; b :


1

2 H

m

1

2 H

1 2

This equation states that, for a slight hange of the image sequen e data, the orresponding opti al ow eld annot arbitrarily jump but gradually hanges, too. It is therefore
an important robustness property.
4

Extensions

All regularizers that we have dis ussed so far an be motivated from existing nonlinear
di usion methods for multi hannel images, where a joint di usivity or di usion tensor
for all hannels is used. As one might expe t, this is not the only way to onstru t useful
opti ow regularizers. In parti ular, there exists a more general design prin iple for
anisotropi ow-driven regularizers whi h we will dis uss next.
Our key observation for deriving this prin iple is an interesting relation between
anisotropi ow-driven regularizers and isotropi ow-driven ones: the anisotropi regularizer tr (J ) an be expressed by means of the eigenvalues 1, 2 of J as
VAF (rf; ru1 ; ru2) = (1 ) + (2 );
(78)
while its isotropi ounterpart (tr J ) an be written as
VIF (rf; ru1 ; ru2 ) = (1 + 2 ):
(79)
This observation motivates us to formulate the following design prin iple for rotationally
invariant anisotropi ow-driven regularizers:
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Design Prin iple (Rotationally Invariant Anisotropi
P Regularizers)
Assume that we are given some isotropi regularizer ( i jruij2 ) with a nonquadrati
fun tion , and a de omposition of its argument
X
i

jruij2 =

X
j

(80)

j ;

where the j are rotationally invariant expressions. Then the regularizer
rotationally invariant and anisotropi .

P

j

(j ) is

Examples

1. The de omposion that has been used in (78) and (79) to transit from an isotropi
to an anisotropi model was the tra e identity
jru1j2 + jru2j2 = 1 + 2;
(81)
where 1 and 2 are the eigenvalues of J = ru1ruT1 + ru2ruT2 .
2. S hnorr [43℄ proposed the regularizer
VAF S (rf; ru1 ; ru2) :=
div 2 u + rot 2 u + sh 2u
(82)
p
with u := (u1; u2)T , rot u := u2x u1y , and sh u := (u2y u1x)2 + (u1y + u2x)2.
Applying the design prin iple, one an derive this expression from the identity [27℄

jru1j2 + jru2j2 = 21 div 2u + rot 2 u + sh 2u :
(83)
Using the regularizer (82) in the fun tional (3) leads to the highly anisotropi
di usion{rea tion system
0 (div 2 u) + 0 (sh 2 u) u + 0 (div 2 u)
0 (sh 2 u) u 
t u1 = x
1
x
2y


0
2
0
2
0
2
0
2
+ y (sh u) + (rot u) u1y + (sh u) (rot u) u2x
1 f (f u + f u + f );
(84)
x x 1
y 2




0
2
0
2
0
2
0
2
t u2 = x
(sh u) (rot u)  u1y + (sh u) + (rot u) u2x 
0
+ y (div 2 u) 0(sh 2 u) u1x + 0(div 2u) + 0(sh 2u) u2y
1 f (f u + f u + f ):
(85)
y x 1
y 2

Note that now the oupling between both equations is more ompli ated than in
the previous ases, where a joint di usivity or a joint di usion tensor has been
used. We are not aware of similar di usion lters for multi hannel images. Wellposedness properties and experimental results for this opti ow method are presented in [43, 46℄.
3. Requiring that the j in (80) be rotationally invariant ensures the rotation invarian e of the anisotropi regularizer. If we dispense with rotation invarian e, the
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design prin iple an still be used. As an example, let us study the ow-driven regularization methods that are onsidered in [4, 12, 14, 29℄. They use a regularizer
of type
VC (rf; ru1 ; ru2 ) := (jru1j2 ) + (jru2 j2 ):
(86)
A ording to our design prin iple, we may regard this regularizer as an anisotropi
version of the isotropi regularizer (25). However, the de omposition of its argument into jru1j2 and jru2j2 is not rotationally invariant. The orresponding
di usion{rea tion system is given by

(87)
t u1 = div 0 (jru1j2 ) ru1 1 fx (fx u1 + fy u2 + f );
 1
0
2
t u2 = div (jru2j ) ru2
fy (fx u1 + fy u2 + f );
(88)
whi h shows that both systems are ompletely de oupled in their di usion terms.
Thus, ow dis ontinuities may be reated at di erent lo ations for ea h hannel.
The same de oupling appears also for some other PDE-based opti ow methods
su h as [40℄.
While ea h of the two di usion pro esses is isotropi , the overall pro ess reveals
some anisotropy: in general, the two di usivities 0 (jru1j2) and 0(jru2j2) are
not identi al. Well-posedness results for this approa h with a modi ed data term
have been established by Aubert et al. [4℄.
There is also a number of related sto hasti methods that lead to dis rete models
whi h are not onsistent approximations to rotation invariant pro esses [7, 8, 10,
23, 31, 33℄. Non onvex regularizers are typi ally used in these approa hes. Dis rete
spatio-temporal versions of the regularizer (86) are investigated in [7, 33℄.
It is a hallenging open question whether there exist more useful rotation invariant
onvex regularizers than the ones we have just dis ussed. This is one of our urrent
resear h topi s.
5

Summary and Con lusions

The goal of this paper was to derive a di usion theory for opti ow fun tionals. Minimizing opti ow fun tionals by steepest des ent leads to a set of two oupled di usion{
rea tion systems. Sin e similar equations appear for di usion ltering of multi- hannel
images, the question arises whether there are opti ow analogues to the various kinds
of di usion lters.
We saw that image-driven opti ow regularizers orrespond to linear di usion lters,
while ow-driven regularizers reate nonlinear di usion pro esses. Pure spatial regularizers an be expressed as 2D di usion{rea tion pro esses, and spatio-temporal regularizers
may be regarded as generalizations to the 3D ase. This taxonomy helped us not only to
lassify existing methods within a unifying framework, but also to identify gaps, where
no models are available in the urrent literature. We lled these gaps by deriving suitable methods with the spe i ed properties, and we proved well-posedness for the lass
of onvex di usion-based opti ow regularization methods.
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One important novelty along these lines was the derivation of regularizers that an
be related to anisotropi di usion lters with a matrix-valued di usion tensor. This also
enabled us to propose a design prin iple for anisotropi regularizers, and we dis overed an
interesting stru tural similarity between isotropi and anisotropi models: it is suÆ ient
to ex hange the role of the tra e operator and the penalty fun tion in order to swit h
between the two models.
We are onvin ed that these relations are only the starting point for many more
fruitful intera tions between the theories of di usion ltering and variational opti ow
methods. Di usion ltering has progressed very mu h in re ent years, and so it appears appealing to in orporate re ent results from this area into opti ow methods.
Conversely, it is lear that novel opti ow regularizers an also be regarded as energy
fun tionals for suitable di usion lters.
We hope that our systemati taxonomy provides a unifying platform for algorithms
for the entire lass of onvex variational opti ow methods. Our future plans are to
use su h a platform for a detailed performan e evaluation of the di erent methods in
this paper, and for a systemati omparison of di erent numeri al algorithms. Another
point on our agenda is an investigation of alternative rotation-invariant de ompositions
that an be applied to onstru t useful anisotropi regularizers.
A knowledgement. CS ompleted his do toral thesis under the supervision of Prof.
Nagel in 1991. He is grateful to Prof. Nagel who introdu ed him to the eld of omputer
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